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The CIO.com 2018 State of the CIO Survey
Key Findings

• 73% of CIOs said they were struggling to strike the
right balance between operational excellence and
business innovation.
• 88% of CIOs said that juggling transformational
and functional responsibilities has become a
permanent job requirement, not a short term
challenge.
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Why The World is Changing So Fast

Scarce and Expensive Has Become Ubiquitous and Cheap

Optimizing smart devices in real time
Internet of Things

Making a transactional decision in real time
Data Science

Adding a resource in a sharing economy
Social Networks

Connecting 1-to-1 with anyone anywhere
Smart Phones

Deploying software applications globally
Cloud Computing

Is there any enterprise process you would not reengineer?

Definitions
•

Systems of Record – The Backbone for Transaction Management: The center
point for an SOR is a database that supports a core asset of the company such as
CRM system, Supply Chain Management system, HR system. It must be accurate,
up to date and secure. As such, from a corporate governance point of view, both
ingress and egress must be tightly controlled by the company.

•

Systems of Engagement – The Platform for User Experience: The center point
for an SOE is a moment of engagement with a target customer of the company
where the goal is to enable and enhance the customer experience. Such systems
must be friction free, immediately accessible and emotionally as well as
intellectually dimensional. Ingress and egress are basically unrestricted and
controlled by the end user.

•

Systems of Intelligence – The Lifeline for Future Innovation: The center point
for an SOI is a synthesis of log files being processed by an analytical application to
detect triggers for taking action. Be that to make a personalized offer to a
consumer online, conduct preventative maintenance on a machine, or targeting a
digital ad at the person most likely to respond to it. Such systems must operate at
exceptional speed and scale, typically hosted in a cloud-based computing farms
and utilizing Big Data stores.

Building a Bridge to Connect SORs, SOEs & SOIs

It is an unnatural act to connect systems of record with systems of engagement
and systems of intelligence

The challenge for the IT team
• How to develop and deploy a stable architecture that organizes
and manages seamless interfaces between human assets armed
with SOEs and data assets managed by SORs and SOIs

In The New Digital World

Good enough is no longer good enough

“There’s never been a better time to be a great CIO or
a worse time to be an average one.”
George Westerman
Leader MIT’s Initiative on the Digital Economy
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What does Average Look Like?

Run the Business vs. Change the Business
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What Does Great Look Like?
Run the business

Change the business

Operational Excellence

Business Innovation

Where are your IT resources and budget allocated today?
User Interface Design
Desktop Environment

User Experience Design
Mobile Devices

Transaction Applications
Business Intelligence
Enterprise Document Management

Software as a Service
Analytics & Machine Learning
Collaborative Content Management

Web Application Infrastructure

Device Management

Enterprise Directory

Identity Management

Systems Management

Security Management

Database Management

Data Management

Mainframes

Cloud

Servers
Storage

Infrastructure
as-a-Service

100/0

50/50

0/100

Enterprise IT Organizational Model

The 4 Zones: Maximizing the Business Value of IT

Mission Critical

Enabling
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Disruptive
Innovations

Sustaining

Transformation
Zone

Performance
Zone

Enable the scaling of
material net
new business
revenues & profits

Incubation
Zone
Identify, test and validate
next generation products
and services

Innovations

Provide user-centric tools, services
and solutions to improve the
competitive performance
of core businesses

Productivity
Zone
Provide secure &
stable SORs
Optimize SOR
maintenance costs
Identify and unlock
trapped value

4 Zones Model: Desired Outcomes
1. Higher percentage of IT resources allocated to change-thebusiness outcomes
2. Significant increase in time-to-value and throughput for
all technology development initiatives
3. Strong alignment between future IT investment priorities
and critical business outcomes
4. Increased ROI from the portfolio of IT innovation
investments
5. More impactful presence at the business strategy table
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Productivity Zone
• Provide secure and stable IT infrastructure and insure all
systems are in compliance with industry standards and
regulations
• Deploy the Trapped Value Audit tool to optimize the costs of
maintaining the company’s Systems of Record:
• Modernize
• Outsource
• Retire
• Identify and unlock trapped value in legacy systems that can
be redeployed in Systems of Engagement and Systems of
Intelligence
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Redeploying IT Resources and Budget
Identifying & Unlocking Trapped Value

Sources of Trapped Value

Bus
Model

Operating
Model

Infrastructure
Model
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Value Creation
• Inefficient Markets
• Unmet Demand
• Inelastic Overhead
Business Operations
• Antiquated Processes
• Uninformed Interactions
• Extended Decision Cycles
IT Operations
• In-House Data Centers
• Network Bottlenecks
• Software Release Model

The Trapped Value Audit

Some core questions to ask

• Where is the trapped value in your company today?
• How can you identify and unlock this trapped value?
•

Eliminate or consolidate systems of record

•

Replace systems of record

•

Simplify systems of record

•

Leverage systems of record

• How can you redeploy this trapped value against critical new
digital investment priorities?
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Stairway to Heaven Model

Trapped Value Redeployment: Investing in New Digital Technologies

Future Tech
Custom Apps
Analytics2
Social
Analytics1
Mobile
Cloud
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AI & Machine Learning

Systems of Intelligence

Systems of Record

Platform as a Service

Stakeholder Communities

Systems of Engagement

Company as a Service

Performance Zone
• Demonstrate the business value of technology as a source of
competitive differentiation for the core businesses within the
company
• The IT Investment Portfolio Model

• Deploy the Collaborative IT Governance Model to align future
technology investment priorities with critical business
outcomes
• Use key moments of customer engagement to prioritize the
development of new systems of engagement
• Deploy an outside in approach with user experience design vs. an
inside out approach with use interface design
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IT Investment Portfolio

The Four Zones: Maximizing the Business Value of IT

Mission Critical

Disruptive
Innovations

Sustaining

Transformation
Zone

Performance
Zone

Disruptive Technology Investments
Acquisition Integration Investments

Incubation
Zone

Enabling

New Product Development Investments
Time to Market & Throughput Investments

Some questions to consider
Is the current weighting of IT investments by
zone aligned with Corporate/Business Unit
goals and priorities ?
Do we have the appropriate risk reward ratio
across the IT investment portfolio?
Are we delivering the desired ROI from our
portfolio of IT investments?
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Innovations

Customer Engagement Investments
Revenue Generation Investments

Productivity
Zone
IT Productivity Investments
Technical Debt Reductions

The Collaborative IT Governance Model
Mindset
Change

• From we are the developers and providers of technology and we’ll
decide what you need
• To you ( the company’s customers and employees ) are the
consumers and users of technology and we need to work together
to figure out how to get you what you need

Process
Change

• From a supply push model to a demand pull model
• Co-develop new systems of engagement initiatives with marketing
and business unit colleagues
• From functional silos to cross-enterprise collaborations

Conversation
Change

• A new taxonomy for what services IT provides
• Discuss value and business trade-offs in a common language
• Utilize key moments of customer engagement to prioritize future
investments in systems of engagement
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Use Key Moments of Customer Engagement to
Prioritize Future Investments in Systems of
Engagement and Systems of Intelligence
1. Every strategy is made or broken during a handful of
moments of customer engagement—what are ours?
2. Who or what system represents the company during these
moments of customer engagement?
3. How could Systems of Engagement make this customer
engagement more powerful and enduring?
4. How will Systems of Intelligence provide real time insights in
customer behaviors and actions?

Incubation Zone: Increase Time To Value
Building a new PMO process

Sustaining
Innovation

Disruptive
Innovation
TRANSFORMATION
ZONE

PERFORMANCE
ZONE

BUS MODEL

Material
Revenues

Enabling
Investments

Staging
Area
INCUBATION
ZONE
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PRODUCTIVITY
ZONE

INFRA MODEL

Getting Started

Some core questions
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Are they sustaining innovations or disruptive innovations?
Are they enabling systems productivity and cost optimization?
Are they increasing business unit performance and revenue growth?
Are they enabling business model transformation?

Getting Started

Some core questions
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Should we do it? Does it align with and support critical business outcomes?
Can we do it? Do we have the relevant skills, capabilities and capacity to achieve the outcome?
Did we do it? Do we have the right metrics to measure the achieved outcome vs. the desired
outcome?

Q&A
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Contact Information

•

Peter D. Moore
President
Wild Oak Enterprises LLC
310-395-2476

•

pdmoore@woellc.com

•
•
•
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Appendix
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What Do You Want Your IT Brand To Stand For?
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•

A higher percentage of IT resources allocated to change the
business outcomes

•

A significant improvement in time to value and throughput for all
development initiatives

•

A strong alignment between future technology investments and
critical business outcomes

•

A direct contributor to delivering increased revenues, margins and
profits

•

A major enabler of the company’s transformation to a digital
enterprise

Two Question Pre-Work
What three mission critical issues do you think could undermine the
performance of IT in 2018 and 2019 if not properly addressed?
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Two Question Pre-Work
What three mission critical issues do you think could accelerate IT’s
performance in 2018 and 2019 if properly addressed?
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